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A character diamond is a way of looking at your brand to pull out the 
hidden ‘client attractors’ in your brand. It does this by emphasizing 

opposites – different parts of you, or your brand, that because they seem in 
conflict, make your brand so much more interesting. 

CHARACTER DIAMOND

To do this, a good brand will also actually repel people who are not ideal 
clients for you. This is exactly what you want, so you only spend time 
attracting and talking to people who are eager for your services.

To show you the power of the character diamond formula, I’m going to 
walk you through some character diamonds for different brands, so you 
can understand how you can identify your character diamond and upscale 
your brand. Use the Character Diamond Booklet for visuals of this.

To begin with, to demonstrate the parts of the character diamond, let’s 
look at the interesting aspects of a well-known fictional character, Sherlock 
Holmes. When you think about Sherlock Holmes, what’s the first thing that 
comes to mind? He’s a brilliant detective, right? Brilliant and insightful at 
solving mysteries. Let’s call that most obvious trait the “North Star.”

“A good brand should magnetically 
attract your ideal clients.”

Character Diamond   →   Sherlock Holmes



But what else is true of Sherlock Holmes? If you’ve read the books or 
watched any of the film adaptations, you know he has no social skills – he’s 
blunt to the point of rudeness. Isn’t it interesting that this brilliant man doesn’t 
seem to know how to talk to people politely? That’s an interesting opposite.

CHARACTER DIAMOND: 
SHERLOCK HOLMES

North Star: 
Brilliant detective

Interesting Opposite
No social skills, blunt and rude

Vulnerability Bottom Line



Sherlock Holmes also has a weakness – he’s an cocaine addict. This 
vulnerability adds depth and interest to his character.

The bottom line for any character is ‘what is THE most important thing to 
them?’ Sherlock Holmes is fully committed to always solving the mystery, 
and always identifies the guilty party.

CHARACTER DIAMOND: 
SHERLOCK HOLMES

North Star: 
Brilliant detective

Interesting Opposite
No social skills, blunt and rude

Vulnerability
Cocaine Addict

Bottom Line
Always Gets His Man



Imagine for a minute that Sherlock Holmes was just a brilliant detective, 
who was also kind to strangers and had no weaknesses. Doesn’t that 
portrayal seem a little flat, and boring? A one-dimensional character, just 
like a one-dimensional brand, is boring!

One of the reasons to bring out these kinds of vulnerabilities and 
interesting opposites is that they make your brand much more accessible, 
and likeable.

So now let’s use the character diamond formula to examine a brand.  
While you’ll never explicitly share your character diamond on your 
website, it colors everything you do – from the appearance of your 
marketing materials to the language you use to talk about your work.

I’m going to give you examples of the character diamond for my brand, a 
highly successful digital marketing company, and a very spiritual healer. 
As we walk through these examples together, start thinking about your 
own brand, and how you can apply this.

The first point of the character diamond that we want to focus on is what 
we’ll call the North Star. This is the first thing that people see about you, 
your most obvious trait – it’s like people seeing ‘brilliant detective’ for 
Sherlock Holmes. 

North Star   →   The first thing people see about you

Using the Character Diamond Formula 
for a brand



In my character diamond, this is successful, strategic business guidance. 
Everything I do in my brand is geared to show this point.

North Star   →   Strategic Business Guidance

CHARACTER DIAMOND: 
ATTRACT CLIENTS ONLINE

North Star: 
Strategic Business Guidance

Interesting Opposite

Vulnerability Bottom Line



However, if I stopped there, my brand would be boring! And probably 
intimidating and unappealing. So let’s look at the next point, opposite the 
North Star, which we’ll call the ‘interesting opposite’.

Interesting Opposite   →   Spiritual & Caring

CHARACTER DIAMOND: 
ATTRACT CLIENTS ONLINE

North Star: 
Strategic Business Guidance

Interesting Opposite
Spiritual & Caring

Vulnerability Bottom Line



Our interesting opposite is that we, as a team, are spiritually savvy and 
caring. We understand the language of transformation. In other words, we 
speak ‘woo’. That’s a very different image than a strategic business guide.

These two points of the diamond are your ‘external points’ – the traits that 
are more obvious to people.

Vulnerability   →   Sometimes it doesn’t work -
and we admit it

The west point of the star is the vulnerability. Sometimes it doesn’t work - 
and we admit it. In videos and blog posts I share what I’ve been 
struggling with, or when I feel uncomfortable with something. Sharing that 
helps me to be more accessible to be my ideal clients.

Bottom line   →   Never Give Up -
There’s Always a Way to Succeed

The 4th point of the diamond, the east point, is the ‘bottom line’: what do 
you believe in, what do you stand for? For my brand, it’s that you never 
give up in pursuit of transformation, whether it’s yours, or others. There’s a 
new activity to do, there’s a new interpretation to make that can make you 
happier and more successful. 

These two points are the ‘internal points’ – they’re more about what’s 
going on inside you, about emotions and motivations.

Can you see that the west and east points – the vulnerability and the 
bottom line – seem to be opposites as well?



To help you better understand, let’s look at two other brand’s Character Diamonds.

CHARACTER DIAMOND: 
ATTRACT CLIENTS ONLINE

North Star: 
Strategic Business Guidance

Interesting Opposite
Spiritual & Caring

Vulnerability
Sometimes it doesn’t 

work - and we admit it

Bottom Line
Never Give Up - 

there’s always a way 
to succeed



Our next example is DigitalMarketer.com, one of the biggest companies 
providing digital marketing training and certification programs. There is no 
one person who’s the face of this company, so we’re looking at a brand 
that is truly a company, not a single person.

CHARACTER DIAMOND: 
DIGITALMARKETER.COM

North Star: 
Marketing Savant

Interesting Opposite

Vulnerability Bottom Line

Their North Star is ‘Marketing Savant’ meaning that if they say it’s good 
marketing, it is – they’re the experts.



Their interesting opposite is that the brand has a irreverent side, and it’s 
pretty goofy. They do this on purpose, so let’s call the interesting opposite 
Irreverent Goofball.

CHARACTER DIAMOND: 
DIGITALMARKETER.COM

North Star: 
Marketing Savant

Interesting Opposite
Irreverent Goofball

Vulnerability Bottom Line



Their vulnerability? They’ll tell you ‘We screw up’. Some of their most 
popular blog posts and case studies start out with ‘here’s a campaign that we 
tried that totally failed, and here’s what we learned from it.’

CHARACTER DIAMOND: 
DIGITALMARKETER.COM

North Star: 
Marketing Savant

Interesting Opposite
Irreverent Goofball

Vulnerability
We Screw Up

Bottom Line



Their bottom line is ‘Tested and proven’. Something has to be tested and 
proven, and you have to have the numbers to back up your assertions.

Can you see how having this Character Diamond makes them much 
more interesting than just ‘we teach you to do digital marketing’?

CHARACTER DIAMOND: 
DIGITALMARKETER.COM

North Star: 
Marketing Savant

Interesting Opposite
Irreverent Goofball

Vulnerability
We Screw Up

Bottom Line
Tested & Proven



Are you starting to have ideas about how you’d create YOUR 
Character Diamond?

Let’s look at one more example, then we’ll plunge into working on yours.

The final character diamond I want to share with you is from one of my 
clients, Jennifer Moore of EmpathicWoman.com

Her North Star is ‘Fairy Godmother’. Part of Jennifer’s brand is what I 
call ‘rainbows and crystals’ it’s very spiritual and very romantic, and 
her audience loves it. 

Her interesting opposite is a character she calls ‘sailor Jenny’. Because 
Jennifer swears frequently as part of her brand, and she’s a tattoo 
artist, she has a swearing, tough character as her interesting opposite.

Her vulnerability is lack of boundaries – something that she shares with 
many of her ideal clients.

And her bottom line is that empaths rule! With the appropriate support, 
empaths can be independent, powerful and successful people in the world.

Jennifer Moore, EmpathicWoman.com

North Star  →   Fairy Godmother

Interesting Opposite  →   Sailor Jenny

Vulnerability  →   Lack of boundaries

Bottom Line  →   Empaths rule!



Can you see the opposites between the north and south, and east and west 
points of the diamond?

Now, you may already have some ideas about your character diamond, or 
you may be unsure of what to put in the four points. It can be challenging to 
do this, so know that It can take time and insight to do this well.

CHARACTER DIAMOND: 
JENNIFER MOORE OF EMPATHICWOMAN.COM

North Star: 
Fairy Godmother

Interesting Opposite
Sailor Jenny

Vulnerability
Lack of Boundaries

Bottom Line
Empaths Rule



Now it’s your turn! Let’s develop your four points.

For your North Star, what is the most obvious thing people see about you? 
What are people always saying about you?

Jot down some ideas. Usually, you’ll write down several ideas before the 
opposite points of the star will gel. Don’t try to get it perfect all at once.

Once you create your North Star, now it’s time for the interesting opposite. 
If you’ve just created your business, this might be a trait that you haven’t 
yet expressed in your business, but you express in your personal life.

Sometimes when I talk to heart-centered coaches, they’ll say ‘I’m a no-
BS kind of person’ which is a possible ‘interesting opposite’ with ‘heart-
centered coach or advisor’. Or they’ll tell me that they’re snarky.

What are some of your traits that might fit this ‘interesting opposite’? 
Another way to look at this is – what traits about you surprise your friends 
when they discover them?

See if you can create some contrast, or opposition, between the North 
Star and the Interesting Opposite.

Now it’s time for the ‘west’ point – your Vulnerability.

What is the thing that you struggle with, even if you wish it were hidden? 
Remember, you’re not always going to reveal these character diamond 
traits overtly, but they will color your brand. And your Vulnerabilities make 
your more accessible to your ideal clients.



I’ve heard insecurity, perfectionism, being judgmental, just to name a few.

Write down your ideas, and let’s see if we can create an opposite with 
your Bottom Line.

Your Bottom Line (sometimes called ‘The hill you will die on’) is the #1 
thing you stand for. 

If we take Spiderman as a character, his North Star is obviously his 
super-powers. His Interesting Opposite is that he’s just a teenage kid. His 
vulnerability is guilt over his uncle’s death, which he feels he should have 
prevented. His bottom line? Protection of the innocent (which ties into the guilt.)

What’s your Bottom Line? Sometimes this is clear, and sometimes it takes a 
little work.



Now it’s your turn!

What’s your North Star? 

What’s your Interesting Opposite?

What’s your Vulnerability?

What’s your Bottom Line?   

Once you have created your Character Diamond, you’re on your 
way to having a more powerful and interesting brand! 
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